NOTICE OF MEETING
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO

Date: Wednesday, April 20, 2022
Time: 6:00pm
Location: Price Center East Forum & https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/98762880541

Order of Business

Roll Call
Public Input
Special Presentations
  1. Special Presentation by VPCA Isaac Lara regarding Constitutional Overhaul. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.
Reports of Senator Projects
Reports of AS Senators
Reports of AS Offices
Question Time
Reports of Standing Committees
Reports of External Committees
Committee Question Time
Discussion Items
  1. Discussion on new AS Stipend Structure. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.
Unfinished Business
New Business
Open Forum
Roll Call
Written Reports
**Finance Committee**

**F1.** Reallocation of $8,000 from Sports Club to Spring Quarter Student Organization Programming Funds within the Office of Student Organizations. Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**F2.** Allocation of $5,000 from General Unallocated Funds to Office of Student Organization for Student Organization Spring Quarter Programming Funds. Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**F3.** Allocation of $445.00 from Programming Funds to Blockchain at San Diego for Web3 Bootcamp #3. Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**F4.** Allocation of $899.56 from Programming Funds to Students for Justice in Palestine for GBM #3. Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**F5.** Allocation of $469.12 from Programming Funds to Blockchain at San Diego for Web3 Bootcamp #4. Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**F6.** Allocation of $161.53 from Programming Funds to Blockchain at San Diego for Web3 Bootcamp #5. Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**F7.** Allocation of $7000 from General Unallocated to Office of College Affairs for Spring Quarter 2022 Programming Events (Attachment Forthcoming). Sponsored by FC Kamron Williams.

**Legislative Committee**

**L1.** Standing Rules Overhaul Part 2: Remainder of Title II (AVP Offices), Title III (Senate), Title IV (Judicial Board) (Attachment Forthcoming). Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

**L2.** Resolution on Demands to UC San Diego to Support Students through the Housing Crisis (Attachment Forthcoming). Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

**L3.** Constitutional Overhaul Part 4: Finance & Resources. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

**L4.** Constitutional Overhaul Part 5: Standing Rules for Last Week. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

**L5.** Resolution on Demands to UCSD to Support Students during the Housing Crisis. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara.

**L6.** Appointment of Jaida Kelley as Chief of Staff of the Office of College Affairs. Sponsored by Manu Agni.